Europe,
this is your leader!

The Handbook for Young European Leaders

Play Europe:
a project
talking
about
Leadership
among young
European
people.
… but why?
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?
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Meeting vs Leading
Not a sum of events, but self-guided & productive moments of
discussions among young European leaders

“Networking is a big thing - it’s more than meetings, more than conferences, more than business cards and more than suits. Networking
is not an event, but a long- term endeavour. Don’t think of networking as a way to get work; think of networking as a way to make
friends* ”. Reading the words of Leif Kendall, is clear that Play Europe has exactly this spirit. For every person who takes part of this ambitious project, in every country where we met each other, we understood deeply the differences between various countries, becoming
friends and, as a consequence, collaborators.
We want to start from this interesting perspective underlined by
one of the Play Europe leaders during the meeting in Rotterdam
(NL) in order to explain that networking was important indeed, but
we moved from the simple concept of “meeting in a group” to
apply the concept of “leading a group”.
It was challenging, yes, especially with a group of people coming
from 6 different countries who never met each other before. We
tried to talk about “responsibility”, about “tasks and scheduling”,
about “work organization” and finally, to talk about “expected results”. In the end, someway, we managed to have a group of leaders. And we are proud of them all.
By ELISAN Staff

* Leif Kendall, Networking: the power of people, in the book Chapter 8, Pearson
Education limited, first edition, 2011, page 83)

The Handbook

for the Young European Leaders

Why an Handbook?
Being active at European level is not so
simple for a young people

PLAY Europe project had been planned and
implemented to reduce the distance between
young generations and European Institutions,
by means of a specific action focused on the
identification and promotion of leadership
phenomena among young people in different
European countries (Italy, The Nederlands,
Greece, Belgium, France, Spain and Croatia).
The identification and selection of young tobe political leaders, as well as the promotion
of international exchange and debates among
them with relation to concrete topics of European interest in the social field, will contribute to create a more Europe-friendly approach in national audiences and political
arenas, based on a better knowledge of European decision making and agenda setting
procedures.
The above mentioned goal is a “must” for the
European Union: in fact, the number of Europeans who distrust the EU has doubled over
the past six years. A recent survey of Eurobarometer (December 2014) revealed that only
the 37% of european citizens trust the EU and
this percentaged had risen of 6% after the European Parliament elections. An economic crisis, record unemployment and five eurozone
bailouts have taken their toll on the standing
of the European Union.
Lack of trust is often caused by a lack of knowledge or by a lack of interest.

This Handbook is meant to be a "tool" for
young european leaders (actual or future)
who intend to play an active role in the future EU policy making system not only as
politicians, but in all kind of forms, from civic
participation to business-oriented activities.
It collects all the feedbacks and suggestions
generated by the PLAY EUROPE’s events and
it is entirely built by young leader’s contributions. The role of ELISAN and of the project
staff in this sense was only to favour the
emerging of opinions and ideas, by inviting
stimulating speakers and experts or by organising specific transnational rountables on the
topic.
The Handbook is divided in three main areas:
1. SKILLS & COMPETENCES: what a citizen
should know to be an EU leader?
2. BEING A LEADER: how to move, how to
act, how to think to be an EU leader.
3. HURDLES: the existing obstacles for a
young citizen to become a EU leader.
Let’s go deep in the document.
PLAY EUROPE: Leadershipyard in Brussels

SKILLS
& COMPETENCES
During the first Play Europe meeting in Villorba
(Treviso, Italy), Ms. Silvana Tiani Brunelli identified 4 milestones for a leader to be a “good
leader”: building comprehension, managing cooperation, facing competition and
performing equivalence. Each milestone requires specific competences & skills, such as:
listening with the intention to understand,
being able to be active part of a group and
assert it, defining clear objectives and roles to
achieve them, overcoming obstacles through
problem solving, competing for the goal and
not for a defeat of the enemy, giving and receiving recognition of each other values.

During the same meeting,
Mr. Stefano Carbone enlightened some other
aspects connected with
leadership. Leading means applying conflict
resolution methodologies to expected scenarios, as well as using a mental approach
focusing first on “why”, then on “how” and
finally on “what” (having the vision!).
Concerning “how leadership should be used”,
Mr. Carbone underlined as leadership acts
between duty and relationship, between personal and group positions, between individualism and collectivity.

Able to coordinates efforts: having the ability
to handle different situations by making people working together in a target-oriented way.
Creative and intuitive: to propose “creativity”
against “knowledge only”.
Able to inspire: inspiring people is not only
about convincing them with your ideas or projects, but also about letting them know that
you understood their needs and thoughts and
you want encourage their talents.
Passionate: to be committed with decisions
Confident
Open minded: with no prejudices
Honest: it means competing for a vision, but
not at any cost, trampling others rights.
Responsible for all the decisions taken: it
means being able to man up and accept responsibility both for good & wrong decisions .
Reliable: it means has to inspire people with
actions, not only with words.

Competences & skills
of a good leader in Europe
Answering this question means to decline the
above mentioned information on leadership’s
skills at EU level, by thinking about which kind
of additional skills/knowledge a young leader
must own in order to be a leader also at European level.
This means, first of all, to be familiar with
English and possibly with an other official
European language. One of the biggest problems for local / national leaders reaching European institutions and debates is
“understanding each other”, not in official
sessions (where translation is available), but
during informal speeches (at the restaurant, in
the halls, at the phone, etc…). It is terribly difficult, even for a talented and popular leader
at local / national level, to gain the same results in terms of influence at European level,
over the audience as well as over other decision makers, with no adequate language
skills. Creativity in communication, inspiration,
passionality and reliability are very difficult to
veiculate without a understandable language.
Secondly, to know quite well the decisionmaking system of the European Union.
Most of the antiEurope propaganda in
several EU countries is
based on a very weak
knowledge of the
functionning of the EU
institutions, legislation
and Treaties, both
among
politicians
(leaders) and among
followers. To conteract
this trend, future European leaders must
own very strong knowledge about Europe
and its institutions.

Finally, even some of the “traditional skills” of
a leader should be revised and adapted to an
European context. For example, “problem
solving”, the ability to offer solutions and alternative approaches, radically changes in a
international framework., where cultural and
social backgrounds plays a crucial role.
So, the awareness on the cultural differences
existing between each European members
states assumes a strong importance, in order
to destroy the prejudices of a fragmented society, to create a system who valorize interculturalism and integration as important strategies. European society has a strong multicultural aspect and it must be deeply taken into
consideration by a EU leader.
Finally, in a multicultural approach, being
open-minded means in particular opening
yourself to receive radically different knowledge without throwing away your own culture and style. It means to share with others
your experience, your way of seeing life and
policies, by preparing a fertile field for discussion.
Under an European perspective, a good mission for a leader should be to understand
specifically the younger generations, enabling them to become the change factor for
the whole social community.

BEING
A LEADER
Leadership? A scenario, a vision
and the ability to convince people that this is the way towards
a better life.
Being a leader means “thinking as a leader”.
“A leader drives followers along a path leading to change by giving a vision built on
future scenarios”. This is the main assumption deriving from Mr. Carbone lesson in Villorba (Treviso, Italy).
A leader should think on a perspective base,
by analysing the past situation and by comparing it with the present one, in order to develop first future scenarios, among which he
or she has to chose the common one, accompained by an action plan.
Building a scenario means having a vision
about relationships & environmental conditions, about the roles of institutions in the framework of “youth policies”. (actors, attitudes,
norms and cultures, values, systems of governance, stakeholders, etc…).
We decided not to talk deeply about “good”
or “bad” leadership in terms of contents and
values during the Play Europe events. This because there was a risk of “ideological drifts”
and unproductive dialogues: our aim was to
describe in a technical way what a leader
should be, with no ethical perspectives.

Leadership is not only a matter of skills, but also a matter of behaviours, attitudes and talents.
Managing emotions, inspiring with lifestyles,
understanding people’s wills and desires,
avoiding hesitations, having visions, being
available to sacrifice part of your own private
life, facing offenses and critics without breaking your emotional balance.
And of course, if acting at European level, being tolerant towards diversity.

Democracy & Leadership
Democracy was developed around the fifth
century BC in the Greek city-state of Athens. It
was a system of direct democracy, in which
participating citizens voted directly on legislation and executive bills. Later on it became
the most used form of government in the
modern world. Like Winston Churchill said “It
has been said that democracy is the worst
form of government except all the others that
have been tried.” Democracy is based on majority: Aristotle said “In a democracy the poor
will have more power than the rich, because
there are more of them, and the will of the
majority is supreme“.
Nowadays European Union becomes one of
the biggest democracy in the world based on
those principles: in the last European elections people had the opportunity to choose
the President of the Commission (now JeanClaude Juncker). In some European countries
democracy is having problems: in Greece,
Hungary, Bulgaria there are movements and
parties that suggest to use a totalitarian government, destroying 2.500 years of political
development.
Democracy is having a collective vision and
collective way of ordering society as one is
equal to the other. We
as young European
leaders were giving
the chance to go back
in time where democracy started and
being inspired by the
great
philosophers
and shapers of our
current democracy.
Allocentric individuals
answering an collective vision of an unified
Europe.

Maria, from Greece: “getting to meet and live for
a while with people from around Europe, was truly
amazing! We shared our lifestyles, talked about
our traditions and cultures and learned how societies work in different countries”.
Rocio, from Spain: “so many young people are
interested in the topics, paying attention to all the
different opinions and together creating solutions.
Moreover, due to the presentation in each meeting,
now I have less fear of public speaking”.
Lina, from Greece: “Participating in the Play Europe project has definitely boosted my European
feeling. I find active participation in decision making very challenging I would give serious thought
in becoming more involved in the future.
Dora, from Greece: Today, I totally believe in
those people, I believe in youth, I believe that there
are future leaders among us. And I can finally feel
my European identity. Play Europe absolutely gives
me much more than I expected it to!
Yaiza, from Spain: a few months ago, with the
European elections, not only I felt excited with the
idea of me voting, but I also started to encourage
my friends and family to vote as well. This is a big
improvement for people like me, who originally did
not want to hear a lot about the political world

OBSTACLES
& HURDLES
Leadership is not an easy job:
working hard to reach the top
“Leaders aren’t born, they are made. And they
are made just like anything else, through hard
work.” So said legendary Gridiron coach Vince Lombardi.
This is true in particular for young leaders. In
1783, William Pitt the Younger became prime
minister at the tender age of 24. At the time,
his youth left some rivals and commentators
feeling unsettled. But Pitt went on to dominate British politics over the next quarter century. A 24-year-old prime minister would likely
receive the same sceptical reaction today*.
Young leaders must be aware of the fact that
their paths towards leadership are plenty of
hurdles, traps and difficulties, both in a private and in a public / institutional environment.
Someone still think that “leaders are born, not
made”, but Play Europe project believes that,
with a serious training and with the right skills
and experiences, a larger number of young
people may become, one day, a leader in his
or her field of action.

*

http://www.theguardian.com/careers/careers-blog/
age-matters-how-young-leader

Time! Leadership is a passion and you must be
aware of the fact that you run the risk of stealing time to your usual life.
Lack of support from public and private institution. Leadership should be cultivated, by
taking care of all the relationships with public
institutions (and people!) and private organization, in particular the ones representing the
civil society or the productive fabric of your
country (or Europe in this case).
Bureaucracy: playing a good leadership needs
an accurate (and not superficial) knowledge of
laws and regulation, in particular the “enabling
ones” (about communication, marketing, property rights, penal responsibility for opinions,
electoral procedures, etc…)
Relationship with the mass media: if not
cared enough, may cause lot of troubles.
Moreover, for some leaders (the most revolutionaries), an opposition from the mass media
could be obvious and must be taken deeply
into consideration with alternative solutions.
At European level, driving the same message - vision with the same results in all
countries. As underlined in the previous pages, Europe is multicultural. If a message - vision
is clear and effective in a country, it is not obvious that the same effect will be obtained in an
other country: the approach must change.

Play Europe is

a team! And everyone is crucial.
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